Context. In their evolution, star-forming galaxies are known to follow scaling relations between some fundamental physical quantities, such as the mass-metallicity and the main sequence relations. Aims. We aim at studying the evolution of galaxies that, at a given redshift, lie simultaneously on the mass-metallicity and main sequence relations (MZR, MSR). Methods. To this aim, we use the analytical, 'leaky-box' chemical evolution model of Spitoni et al. (2017) , in which galaxy evolution is described by infall timescale τ and wind efficiency λ. We provide a detailed analysis of the temporal evolution of their metallicity, stellar mass, mass weighted age and gas fraction.
Introduction
In the last decades, several observational campaigns have confirmed that the evolution of star-forming galaxies is described by scaling relations between some fundamental physical quantities. For instance, a tight relation has been found between galactic stellar mass and metallicity (Maiolino & Mannucci 2019) , the so-called mass-metallicity relation (hereinafter MZR). In the local Universe, the assessment of the MZR and other scaling relations was possible thanks to high-quality data collected within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), which have enabled to measure the flux ratios of the main optical emission lines for more than 100000 galaxies (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; Mannucci et al. 2010; Pérez-Montero et al. 2013; Lian et al. 2015) .
Moreover, the observed evolution with redshift of the MZR (i.e. Maiolino et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2013; Zahid et al. 2014) allows one to trace the chemical enrichment history of galaxies throughout different cosmic epochs. Zahid et al. (2014) pointed out that at redshifts z < 1.6, the MZR follows a steep slope with a 'knee' at a characteristic turnover mass at M * ∼ 10 10 M . At stellar mass values higher than, the MZR flattens as in the most massive galaxies metallicities begin to saturate. As a conemail to: spitoni@phys.au.dk sequence, the redshift evolution of the MZR depends only on the evolution of the characteristic turnover mass. Different theoretical scenarios have been presented in the past in order to explain the MZR, and they can be summarized as follows: i) Galactic outflows: low-mass galaxies are more efficient in expelling metal-enriched matter than giant galaxies, because of the shallower gravitational potential wells of the former (Larson 1974; Tremonti et al. 2004; Spitoni et al. 2010 Spitoni et al. , 2017 Hirschmann et al. 2016 ). In the framework of pure chemical evolution models, a more recent work of Lian et al. (2018b) suggested that strong metal outflows occurring in the earliest galactic evolutionary phases also help reconciliating gas phase and the mass-weighted stellar MZRs. ii) Variable star formation efficiency (SFE): the efficiency of star formation is larger in more massive systems, which have formed the bulk of their stars by means of an intense star formation event at high redshift, quickly enriching their ISM to solar or over-solar metallicities.
In the local universe, Boselli et al. (2014) presented a scaling relation between the typical galaxy gas depletion timescale and the galaxy stellar mass that can be easily transformed in SFE. They observed that massive galaxies consume the available gas reservoir on shorter typical timescales than dwarf galaxies. This means that larger galaxies are expected to experience, on average, higher SFEs (see also Matteucci 2012) . Various chemical evolution studies support this scenario (Matteucci 1994; Lequeux et al. 1979; ). iii) A third interpretation of the MZ relation is linked to the initial stellar mass function. (Köppen et al. 2007 ) showed how the MZ relation can be explained by a higher upper mass cutoff in the initial mass function (IMF) in more massive galaxies.
Chemical evolution models are powerful tools which help to probe fundamental processes regulating galaxy formation and evolution. They can provide important constraints on how subsequent stellar generations have modified the chemical composition of the interstellar medium (ISM), to give place to chemical abundance pattern as observed in present-day galaxies (Matteucci 2012) . In this framework, Spitoni et al. (2017) presented an analytical solution for the evolution of the galaxy metallicity, where an exponential infall of gas was assumed for the gas accretion rate, along with instantaneous mixing and instantaneous recycling approximation (IRA) (Matteucci 2012) .
In their study of the MZR in the local SDSS star-forming galaxies by Peng et al. (2015) , Spitoni et al. (2017) found that lower mass galaxies suffered more intense winds compared to the higher mass ones, in agreement with the scenario i) mentioned above, and had to be characterized by shorter time-scales of gas accretion imposing the variable SFE by Boselli et al. (2014) , as indicated by the scenario ii).
Another fundamental quantity to understand galaxy evolution is the star formation rate (SFR), which helps to shed light on the basic processes regulating the conversion of gas into stars and the growth of the stellar mass. The observations of large samples of star-forming galaxies in different redshift intervals has allowed to establish the existence of a well-defined relation between the SFR and the stellar mass, namely the so-called Main Sequence relation (MSR hereafter), thoroughly studied in several work (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Elbaz et al. 2007; Peng et al. 2010; Santini et al. 2017; Pearson et al. 2018) . As the MZR, also the MSR is characterized by a clear evolution with redshift. Pearson et al. (2018) studied the MSR in the redshift range between z = 0.2−6, showing that the slope of this relation does not change substantially with cosmic time. In particular, the slope of the MSR becomes steeper only for galaxies at high redshift, in the range between 3.8 ≤ z ≤ 6. On the other hand, it has been ascertained in several studies that the zero point of the MSR increases with redshift (e. g., Santini et al. 2017 , Iyer et al. 2018 .
One of the most remarkable outcome of studies of scaling relations in local and distant galaxies was the discovery of substantial differences in the star formation history of low-and highmass galaxies, also known as 'galaxy downsizing' (DS) (e.g. Cowie et al. 1996; Mortlock et al. 2011a ). In the framework of galactic DS, the largest galaxies are assembled at the earliest times, with a large SFR values mostly concentrated in their earliest phases and accompanied by very efficient chemical enrichment Matteucci 2012; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019) . The phenomenology of Galactic downsizing is wide and multifaceted, as it is reflected by several observational aspects of galaxies at both low and high redshift, including color distributions at optical and infrared wavelegths of high-redshift galaxies (Cowie et al. 1996) , studies of the integrated abundance rations in local early type galaxies (e. g., Spolaor et al. 2010 and references therein) , studies of the evolution of the galactic stellar mass function (e. g., Mortlock et al. 2011b ) and studies of metallicity, age and stellar mass from optical spectra of local galaxies (Gallazzi et al. 2005) Altogether, these independent pieces provide the same indications, i. e. a more intense star formation activity in the most massive galaxies at early epochs, followed by higher star formation in low-mass galaxies at lower redshifts.
By means of an analytic chemical evolution model of Spitoni et al. (2017) , our aim is to study the the evolution of some basic properties of the galaxies which build the MZR and MSR at different redshifts. These properties include stellar mass and star formation activity, and how these are related to other quantities, such as the ages of the stellar populations. In performing this analysis, another aspect to be investigated is the connection between the fundamental scaling relations mentioned above (the MZR and MSR) and galactic DS.
We will also show the backward temporal evolution of the principal physical properties (i.e, gas fraction, metallicity, SFR, stellar mass) of star-forming galaxies that are part of the local MZR and MSR. Other studies investigated the backward evolution of the MZR in star-forming galaxies with chemical evolution models , Lian et al. 2018a ), but without focus on the interplay with other scaling relations and on the particular role played by the MS.
We will also analyze the temporal evolution and the fate of the galaxies with stellar masses, metallicities and SFRs constrained by the high redshift MZRs and MSRs. In particular, we will discuss the implications of the newly observed, flat MZR at redshift z = 2.2 by Mignoli et al. (2019) , who analyzed the metal content of 88 C iv-selected galaxies containing type 2 AGN with reliable measurements at high redshift.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the main features of the chemical evolution model of Spitoni et al. (2017) . In Section 3, the methodology used to create our grid of models is presented. In Section 4 we present the main observational constraints considered in this work and in Section 5 we present our main results assuming a Salpeter (1955) IMF. Our conclusions are drawn in Section . Spitoni et al. (2017) presented new analytical solutions in presence of an infall of gas that follows an exponential law for the metal abundances, gas and stellar masses within a galactic evolutionary framework where instaneous mixing and IRA are assumed (Matteucci 2012) . The infall of gas that follows an exponential law is a fundamental assumption adopted in most of the numerical chemical evolution models in which IRA is relaxed. Chemical evolution models of our Galaxy Romano et al. 2010; Grisoni et al. 2018; Vincenzo et al. 2019; Spitoni et al. 2016 Spitoni et al. , 2019a assume that the various different stellar components formed by means of separate accretion episodes of gas, with the accretion rate of each episode expressed by an exponential law.
The model by Spitoni et al. (2017)
In Spitoni et al. (2017) , the SFR is modelled by means of the Schmidt (1959) law, where the star formation rate ψ(t) can be expressed as ψ(t) = S · M gas (t), and where M gas (t) is the gas mass at the time t and S is the so-called star formation efficiency (SFE), which is commonly expressed in Gyr −1 and which is a free parameter of the model.
The gas infall rate is expressed by an exponential law I(t) = Ae −t/τ , where τ is the infall time-scale. The quantity A is a constant, constrained by the total infall gas mass M inf (Spitoni et al. 2017 ).
In the model proposed by Spitoni et al. (2017) , gas outflows in galaxies have been taken into account as well. The outflow rate is proportional to the SFR in the galaxy (see Recchi et al. 2008; Spitoni et al. 2010; Spitoni 2015) : W(t) = λ · ψ(t), with λ being the loading factor parameter (a dimensionless quantity).
The analytical solution
The analytical solution of Spitoni et al. (2017) for the evolution of the gas-phase metallicity, defined as Z = M Z /M gas , is:
in which it is assumed that the infalling gas is metal-free, as is the the galaxy at the epoch of its formation. In Eq.
(1) we introduce the parameter α, defined as α ≡ 1 + λ − R S . The quantities y Z and R are the so-called yield per stellar generation and returned mass fraction (for a detailed description, see Spitoni et al. 2017 ), respectively. The values of y Z and R are average values computed at various metallicities and for various IMFs, and are from Table 2 of Vincenzo et al. (2016) , in which the compilation of stellar yields of Romano et al. (2010) was considered. As for the stellar IMF, two different cases are studied in this work. In the case of a Salpeter (1955) we assume R = 0.287 and y O = 0.018, whereas for a Chabrier (2003) (see Appendix A) R = 0.441 and y O = 0.0407, where y O is the oxygen yield per stellar generation.
The other analytical expressions for the evolution of the total mass, gas mass and stellar mass can be found in Spitoni et al. (2017) .
More recently, Weinberg (2017) presented chemical analytical solutions adopting a different approach compared to Spitoni et al. (2017) , specifying the SFR history instead of an analytical form for the infalling gas. The SFR derived by an exponential infalling gas rate in Spitoni et al. (2017) is similar to the linearexponential SFR history (proportional to te −t/τ sfh , where τ sfh is the time-scale of the exponential decline) presented by Weinberg (2017) , and the results for the metallicity evolution are qualitatively similar.
The methodology
We focus on a given redshift, and we impose that the galaxies must follow the observed MZR and the star-forming MSR measured at that redshift (see Section 4 for details concerning the observational constraints).
First, we study the properties of the local galaxies by imposing the MZR and the MSR at redshift z = 0.1, and analyzing their 'backward' evolution towards higher redshifts. On the other hand, by imposing the same scaling relations at higher redshift, we will compute a 'forward' evolution of the galaxies at lower redshifts and towards the present time.
In this framework, we will also study the evolution of the galaxies which at redshift z = 2.2 follow the flat MZR as derived by Mignoli et al. (2019) .
A grid of galactic models is created by varying some key parameters within a wide, yet realistic space and with a fine resolution. The values adopted for the infall timescale τ span a range between 0.05Gyr and 10 Gyr, with a resolution ∆τ=0.05 Gyr as in Spitoni et al. (2017) . The wind parameter λ can vary in the range between 0 and 10, with a resolution of ∆λ=0.05, i. e. 10 times finer resolution than the one adopted in Spitoni et al. (2017) , where ∆λ=0.5 . Moreover, as done in Spitoni et al. (2017) the total infall mass in the Salpeter (1955) case varies between 10 7.5 and 10 11.5 M . In the case of the Salpeter (1955) IMF, we vary the infall masses accordingly to the following expression:
where 1 ≤ k ≤ 100, and steps ∆k = 5, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and steps ∆ j = 1. In the Appendix A, we will discuss the effects of a different IMF on this parameter. Each galaxy has been evolved in time with a resolution of ∆t=0.036 Gyr. Following Spitoni et al. (2017) , we do not assume that all galaxies are coeval, but we allow them to form at different redshifts. At a fixed stellar mass, a galaxy is considered as part of the local (or high-redshift) MZR and MSR if the differences between the predicted oxygen abundance and SFR values and the observed ones are smaller than 10 −3 : i.e.
Moreover, in order to be consistent with the observational data by Trussler et al. (2020) , we define the average massweighted age following Calura et al. (2014) . For each galaxy, characterised at a certain evolutionary time t by a SFR ψ(t), we compute the average mass-weighted age at the time t n as:
Average mass-weighted ages have been computed at ffour different redshift values, each one corresponding to a different value for t n . The star formation efficiency SFE is constrained by means of the scaling relation for local galaxies presented by Boselli et al. (2014) which link the typical galaxy gas depletion timescale, τ gas , and the galaxy stellar mass as follows:
where τ gas = M gas /SFR is defined as the inverse of our SFE, namely τ gas = 1/S . According to Eq. (4), galaxies with higher stellar mass would consume their available gas mass on shorter typical timescales if only star formation activity were taking place in the galaxy; this means that larger galaxies are expected to experience, on average, higher SFEs (see Matteucci 2012) . In our standard model, we adopt Eq. (4) to constrain the galaxy SFE (which is kept fixed during the galaxy evolution), given an initial value for the galaxy infall mass, M inf (in the lower panel of Fig. 1 the variation of the SFE as a function of the total gas infall mass M inf ). The role of this assumption will be discussed in Section 5.3. We will also consider another case in which a constant SFE as a function of galaxy mass is assumed.
Observed scaling relations at different redshifts
In this Section we describe the observational constraints for the MZR and the star forming MSRs at different redshifts adopted in this work.
The observed MZR at redshift z ∼ 0.1 is the one by Kewley & Ellison (2008) , as fitted by Maiolino et al. (2008) : where α and β are the free parameters of the fit that have been fixed at the values of α=11.18 and β=9.04.
As for the high redshift MZR, we will consider two different relations.
The first is the one presented by Maiolino et al. (2008) for galaxies at redshift z = 2.2, for which the analytical fit form is the same as Eq. (5) but with α = −12.38 and β = 8.99. In our analysis, we will also consider the recent results by Mignoli et al. (2019) , in which a flat MZR with log(O/H)+12 8.5 dex was found for galaxies hosting Type 2 AGN at z 2.2.
Finally, we present the scaling relations of the star-forming main sequence that will be used as a further constraint of our models. At low redshift, the MSR is the one of Peng et al. (2010) , computed at redshift z = 0.2,
The high redshift (1.8 ≤ z ≤ 2.3) star-forming MSR is the one of Pearson et al. (2018), fitted by the following expression:
In the upper and middle panels of Fig. 1 we show the observed MZRs and the MSRs used in this work, respectively.
Model results
Our aim is to reconstruct the past star formation history of the galaxies which obey the two fundamental scaling relations considered here, i.e. the MZR and the MSR of star-forming galaxies, at two representative different redshifts. The redshifts at which we perform our analysis are those which already include significant samples of star forming galaxies and for which the MZR has been evaluated homogeneously, i. e. using the same method for both the stellar mass and the interstellar metallicity as described in . The properties of the galaxies who follow the MZR and MSR at such representative redshifts (z = 0.1 and z ∼ 2) will be studied at different epochs. Our aim is to track the evolution of the galaxies which, in a given phase of their history, follow at the same time the MZR and the MSR. Backward evolution from z = 0.1 to z = 2.2 of the galaxies which obey the analytical fit of the observed MZR at z ∼ 0.1 of Kewley & Ellison (2008) , as reported by Maiolino et al. (2008) and the local main sequence of star-forming galaxies as derived by Peng et al. (2010) . In the first, second and third column the evolution of MZR, SFR vs stellar mass and gas fraction vs stellar mass evolution are shown, respectively. The colour coding indicates the loading factor parameter λ.
5.1. The MZR and star-forming MSR at z = 0.1 Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the backward evolution of the galaxies which obey the analytical fit of the observed MZR at z ∼ 0.1 of Kewley & Ellison (2008) , as reported by Maiolino et al. (2008) and the main sequence of star-forming galaxies as derived by Peng et al. (2010) . In Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3 , the galaxies are colour- coded as a function of their loading factor λ and infalling gas mass, respectively. By imposing that they obey the Peng et al. (2010) MSR and by means of the Schmidt (1959) law which links the gas mass to the SFR, we correctly retrieve the anticorrelation between a fundamental quantity related to the gas accretion history of galaxies, i.e. the gas fraction µ ≡ M gas /(M gas + M ), and the stellar mass. It is important to note that such an anticorrelation is a well established, empirical relation of galaxies found at various redshifts. Locally, such anticorrelation was found by Kannappan (2004) , who determined the gas fraction for 35,000 galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) databases on the basis of photometric techniques. A similar study on a smaller sample of low-mass galaxies has been performed by Geha et al. (2006) , confirming the results of Kannappan (2004) . The slope of the curve steepens from low-mass to high-mass systems, which is generally interpreted with decreasing gas consumption timescales from dwarf to giant galaxies (Calura et al. 2008) . The past evolution of our model galaxies has been computed at three different redshifts, i.e. z = 0.4, 0.8 and 2.2. The larger redshift value present in the plot is the one at which a substantial amount of galaxies have appeared, which now are star-forming and build the local MZR. The epoch at which each galaxy must be born is a result of our method, and which stems directly from Eq. 1 and from the imposition of the observational constraints. A significant evolution of all the three quantities shown in Fig.  2 is evident from the plot. A positive correlation between stellar mass and metallicity is already in place at z = 2.2. In the young galaxies present at that redshift, the shape of the MZR is missing the characteristic plateau at large masses which is generally observed at all redshifts.
This can be understood considering that the one at z = 2.2 as shown in Fig. 2 is only a sub-sample of the entire population of all the star-forming galaxies at that redshift, which will obey the MZR but which will include also many systems which now are passive, i.e. which do not belong to the local MSR relation, and which build the high-mass plateau at than redshift, as shown in Savaglio et al. (2005) and Maiolino et al. (2008) .
The relation between SFR and mass appears appreciably flatter than at z = 0.1, and even if the gas fraction still anti-correlates with the stellar mass, it is characterised by an inverted curvature with respect to the local relation. All the galaxies building the three relations are characterised by very low wind efficiencies (log(λ) ≤ −0.4) and by the large infall mass values (log(M in f /M ) ∼ 11.5).
At z = 0.8, the MZR appears more extended than at z = 2.2, in particular in that it is much more populated at log(M /M ) ≥ 8. At this redshift, the hint of a plateau has already appeared in the MZR at the highest mass values, namely at log(M /M ) > 10. The appearance of the plateau may be interpreted with a flattening of the star formation history of the most massive galaxies, which are characterised by the largest SFR values and shortest gas consumption timescales (see Fig. A.6 ). As a consequence of a faster gas consumption in the largest galaxies, their present-day metallicity is reached at earlier times than in low-mass galaxies.
Also the SFR-M * relation of the galaxies at z = 0.8 is more extended and more scattered than at z = 2.2. The µ − M relation sees the appearance of a significant population of newly born, extremely gas-rich and metal-poor galaxies characterised by µ ∼ 1 at log(M * /M ) < 8. Also the range of the wind parameter and infall mass values presented by the galaxies at z = 0.8 have extended considerably with respect to z = 2.2. The maximally gas-rich galaxies present the largest values of the λ parameter (log λ ∼ 0.6) and are also characterised by the lowest infall mass values. On the other hand, the strong evolution experienced by the largest systems leads them to keep their gas fractions very low. At z = 0.4 the horizontal extension of the the MZR has reduced, as all galaxies have grown in stellar mass. The MZR is now much more similar to the local one, with the exception of a larger scatter at low masses which, by construction, later on will disappear. The population of galaxies with gas fractions ∼ 1 have considerably reduced. The gas fraction-mass relation shows a parabolic behaviour at the largest stellar masses, with an inflection at log(M * /M ) ∼ 9.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we present the distribution of the loading factor parameter λ and the infall time-scale parameter τ at different redshifts for the model galaxies of Figs. 2 and 3 . The distribution are computed in two different bins of stellar masses (M < 10 10 M and M > 10 10 M ). The galaxies present at redshift z = 2.2 are characterized by weak winds and long time scales of gas accretion. In fact, at low redshift these objects have to maintain a large reservoir of gas in order to be part of the local MSR.
Galaxies in the larger mass bin show very weak winds and very little evolution of both the median λ and τ values.
We note that galaxies characterized by M < 10 10 M at redshifts z < 2.2 maintain their stellar mass below this value during their entire evolution up to redshift z = 0.1, as visible in Fig. 2  and 3 .
From Fig. 5 we see that the low edge and the median of the infall time-scale distribution decrease with decreasing redshift in both stellar mass bins. This reflects that at each redshift, only the youngest galaxies can be assembled on the shortest timescales and still belong to the star-forming MSR.
A&A proofs: manuscript no. spitoni_MZR_MSR Fig. 4 . Distribution of the loading factor parameter λ for the galaxies of In the lowest mass bin, a decrease of the median τ is accompanied by an increase of the median λ value. This reflects the fact that a larger amount of mass with respect to more massive systems needs to be expelled to keep their metallicity at low values and to still have them on the MZR.
The median values of the infall time scale τ at redshift z = 0.1 are 6.59 Gyr for galaxies with M < 10 10 M and 7.25 Gyr for M > 10 10 M , respectively (see Fig. 5 ). Such values are larger than the ones found in star forming galaxies by Spitoni et al. (2017) , in which 75 % of the galaxies showed infall time scales smaller than 6 Gyr. The difference is due to the fact that here we impose that the galaxies have to follow simultaneously the MZR and the MSR, whereas in Spitoni et al. (2017) the only requirement beside the MZR was a specific SFR value above a given threshold, which was 2.29 × 10 −11 yr −1 .
More massive galaxies on the MSR have larger SFRs, and as already mentioned, only these systems can afford the longest time-scales of accretion, which allow them to exhibit large SFR values down to z = 0.1.
As a final note, Mannucci et al. (2010) showed that star forming galaxies lie on a tight surface in a 3D space defined by stellar mass, gas-phase metallicity, and SFR. In our study we only analyze a subsample of those galaxies that, by construction, lie on a curve in this 3D space. Fig. 6 shows the backward evolution of the age versus stellar mass relation for galaxies which at z ∼ 0.1 obey the MZR and the main sequence of star-forming galaxies. Remarkably, the simulated galaxies at redshift z = 0.1 reproduce well the observed age-mass relation for star-forming galaxies as found by Trussler et al. (2020) .
Downsizing and scaling relations
The substantial agreement between the contour lines and the relation of Trussler et al. (2020) indicate that at z = 0.1, the bulk of the model galaxies lie in the range indicated by the observational data. Approximately, 89.2 % of the simulated galaxies are located in the region enclosed by the most external contour line in the upper panel of Fig. 6 . Such a positive relation between age and stellar mass is retained also if we increase the resolution of our parameter grid (λ, τ) by a factor of two.
We notice that the positive correlation between age and stellar mass is preserved at any redshift. From the age distributions computed at redshift z = 0.1 for the two range of stellar masses (see Fig. 7) we infer that the predicted median age of star-forming systems are ∼ 4.06 Gyr (lower stellar mass bin) and 5.23 Gyr (high stellar mass bin). Fig. 6 implies a key result, i. e. that galactic downsizing as reflected from the ages of their stellar populations is naturally accounted for by systems that obey two fundamental scaling relations, namely the MZR and the MSR.
The DS of galaxies is also visible from the temporal evolution of the SFR and oxygen abundances of the model galaxies as shown in Fig. 8 . In this figure, the evolution of each quantity is shown for systems of different masses as a function of time, for an evolutionary interval of ∼ 10.5 Gyr.
These plots show that the bulk of the stars of the galaxies belonging to the highest mass end (log(M in f /M ) > 11) of the MZR must have formed at early times. In most of these systems the SFH peaks soon after their formation and their metallicity saturates at its maximum value (12 + log(O/H) ∼ 9) after ∼ 1 Gyr of evolution. Some high-mass galaxies may be characterised by SFHs which peak at more recent epochs (i.e. at ages < 4 Gyr), and present SFR values larger than the ones of the older galaxies. The systems also have short infall timescales and populate the lowest τ-(< 6 Gyr) tail of the infall timescale distribution. Moreover, they present λ values larger than their older analogues but still s< 1 (see later), implying that galactic outflows are not the main driving mechanisms of their evolution.
From Fig. 8 , we see that the lower the stellar mass of the galaxies, the lower the age at which the SFH peaks and the slower the growth of the metallicity with time. Our analysis of the star formation history of these galaxies is in agreement with the one presented in other works (Maiolino et al. 2008; ) based on studies of the MZR, although the MZR alone does not necessarily imply galactic downsizing. In order to account for it one must impose simultaneously the MZR and the MSR. This represents one major result of the present work. With our models, it is also easy to show how the positive correlation between age and mass presented in Fig. 6 disappears completely if we impose that galaxies must follow the MZR only.
As mentioned in Section 3, in our model the temporal evolution of the SFH can be well approximated with a function proportional to te −t/τ (see discussion in Weinberg 2017). Hence, adopting this analytical expression, the mass weighted age presented in Eq. (3) computed at the time t n can be rewritten as follow:
In Fig. 8 , we note that the oldest galaxies have been evolved for roughly t n 10.5 Gyr. Moreover, these objects are characterized by long time-scale of accretion τ, and a representative value is τ 9.5 Gyr (see Fig. 5 ). Substituting these quantities in the approximated mass-weighted age introduced above in Eq. (8), we find a value of Age approx (t n ) = 6.19 Gyr, in perfect agreement with our results for the oldest objects as reported in Fig. 6 .
To better understand the main reason for the results discussed here, in Fig. 9 we show the locii occupied by our galaxies in the space of the free parameters of our model, i. e. λ and τ. The most massive objects are the oldest ones, which are generally located in the bottom-right corner of the plots and which are characterized by longest accretion timescales and smallest values for the wind parameter. A population of young, very massive systems is visible in Fig. 9 , which are the galaxies with the largest SFR values of Fig. 8 . In Fig. 9 , such systems are considerably underdense with respect to their older analogues. This occurs because, in order to follow both the MZR and MSR, only a very limited range of values in the λ-τ space will be allowed. In this particular region of this space, small perturbations of the values of each of these parameters will be enough to drive galaxies off one (or both) of the two fundamental scaling relations, which explains the paucity of points with τ ∼ 1 Gyr and λ ∼ 0.8. On the other hand, a larger range and larger variations for each parameter will be admitted in the bottom-right corner, where massive system tend to cluster.
In galaxy evolution models, some properties which reflect galactic DS can generally be accounted for in different ways and acting on various parameters, i. e. by varying the stellar IMF (2008) and on the MSR as derived by Peng et al. (2010) . The colour coding represents the infall mass. Fig. 9 . Parameter space analysis (wind parameter λ versus infall time scale τ) of the galaxies which line on the MZR of Kewley & Ellison (2008) and on the main sequence of star-forming galaxies as derived by Peng et al. (2010) . In the left panel the colour coding represents the infall mass, whereas in the right one it represents the galactic age. (Calura & Menci 2009) , or by varying the SF efficiency in galaxies of various mass (Matteucci 1994) . In the next section we will discuss further the role of this parameter in particular, as well as the implications on our results.
Downsizing and the star formation efficiency
In this Section we discuss the robustness of our results in accounting for galactic downsizing with respect to the SF efficiency, one key parameter of chemical evolution models. As discussed in Section 1, an increase of the SFE as a function of mass is often invoked in chemical evolution models to explain galactic DS, in particular as traced by the integrated stellar [α/Fe] abundance of the stellar populations of local elliptical galaxies (Matteucci 1994; Pipino & Matteucci 2011) .
As introduced in Section 3, we assume the relation of Boselli et al. (2014) between SFE and galaxy mass, where in our case the stellar mass is replaced by the infall mass M in f (as done also in Spitoni et al. 2017 ). However, this assumption is not key for our results, in particular as far as the capability of our models to account for the age vs stellar mass relation is concerned. To show this, we present the results obtained by adopting a constant Fig. 10 . As in Fig. 6 but computed assuming a constant SFE fixed at the value of 1 Gyr −1 . SFE=1 Gyr −1 , i.e. independent on the mass of the galaxy. In the bottom panel of Fig. 1, we show the SFE as a function of the infalling gas mass used here and adapted from the Boselli et al. (2014) scaling relation compared to a constant value of SFE=1 Gyr −1 . As visible from Fig. 1 , the variable SFE spans a large range, between 0.01 and 4.5 Gyr −1 . The relation of Boselli et al. (2014) presents SFE∼ 1 Gyr −1 at mass values ∼ 10 10.5 M , with a factor ∼ 4.5 variation between the value at this mass up to the one of galaxies ten times more massive. We also note that low mass systems can have SFE values which are lower even by a few orders of magnitude.
In Fig. 10 we present the galactic age-stellar mass relation at different redshifts computed for the galaxies that at redshift z = 0.1 are part of the star-forming main sequence and of the MZR, but assuming a constant SFE of 1 Gyr −1 , a value which is typical for chemical evolution models of Milky Way-like galaxies.
A clear DS in the galaxy models is still evident even assuming a constant SFE, in that on average, the larger the stellar mass, the older their stellar populations. This confirms that our main result, namely that galaxies that lie on both the MZR and MSR will also necessarily be characterised by a downsizing in their stellar populations, is independent from the adopted star formation efficiency. To our knowledge, this is the first time that this result is derived theoretically. Maiolino et al. (2008) and MSR at z = 2.2
The MZR by
In this work we are also interested in the evolution of galaxies that at high redshift are part of both the main sequence and of the MZR. As for the MZR, the observational constraint we discuss here is the one by Maiolino et al. (2008) , whereas the star- Fig. 11 . Forward evolution from z = 2.2 to z = 0.1 of the galaxies which obey the analytical fit of the observed MZR at z ∼ 2.2 by Maiolino et al. (2008) and the main sequence of star-forming galaxies as derived by Pearson et al. (2018) . From the left, in the first, second and third column the evolution of the MZR, SFR vs. stellar mass and gas fraction vs stellar mass are shown, respectively. In the last column, the age-stellar mass relation is shown. The colour coding indicates the loading factor parameter λ. The black dashed line in each SFR-log(M * /M ) plot shows the MSR derived in high redshift star forming galaxies by Pearson et al. (2018). forming MSR is the one by Pearson et al. (2018) for galaxies observed in the redshift range 1.8 ≤ z ≤ 2.3.
In the right panel of Fig. 1 we compare the local MSR with the one at high redshift by Pearson et al. (2018) . Large differences characterize the two sequences, in particular as far as the zero-point of the relation is concerned. An offset by at least one order or magnitude in SFR is visible for instance at stellar masses log(M /M ) ∼ 11, whereas any variation in the slope is much less appreciable. Such a difference in normalization is expected from the evolution of the cosmic star formation rate density (e. g., Madau & Dickinson 2014) and comparable to what found in other studies (e. g., Santini et al. 2017) . The MZR considered in this section (solid thick red line in the upper panel of Fig. 1) is steeper than the local one (solid thick blue line) and, as discuss by Maiolino et al. (2008) , this might imply different evolutionary time-scales in galaxies of different masses.
In Fig. 11 we show the 'forward' (i. e. evolved towards lower redshifts, corresponding to later epochs) evolution of the galaxies which at z = 2.2 obey the MZR and MSR, computed at z = 2.2, z = 1, z = 0.4, z = 0.1. The large SFR values required by the high redshift MSR forces most of the galaxies to evolve passively at redshifts smaller than z = 2.2. In fact, the most massive objects show high stellar masses (built up in a short time) and high metallicity and must have consumed their reservoir of gas soon after leaving the MZR. After that, the buildup of their stel-Article number, page 9 of 14 A&A proofs: manuscript no. spitoni_MZR_MSR Fig. 12 . Distribution of the predicted galaxies of Fig. 11 in terms of the loading factor parameter λ (left panels) and the infall time-scale parameter τ (right panels), computed at redshift z = 2.2 for different stellar mass bins. lar mass metals was already complete, and they have undergone little evolution at later times.
Less massive galaxies, characterized by stronger winds, present a more sensible evolution, which manifests in a steepening of the MZR towards recent times.
As already underlined by Maiolino et al. (2008) , galaxies belonging to the MZR observed at different redshifts should not be seen as an evolutionary sequences. In fact, Fig 12 clearly shows that at redshift z = 2.2 these galaxies are characterized by stronger winds compared to the galaxies studied in Section 5.1. This is a result of imposing that they also belong to the MSR which, at z = 2.2, on the entire stellar range is characterised by larger SFR values than the one low redshift. In order to present at the same time low metallicities and high SFR values, it is clear that galaxies at z = 2.2 must have suffered much stronger stellar winds than galaxies belonging to the MZR and MSR at lower redshifts. The high-ionization C iv emission line can cause culling of massive and dust-free hosts, not representative of the star-forming galaxy population at these redshifts. Another possibility is that the metallicity of the NLR is not a good proxy of that of the host galaxy, because an AGN can strongly affect not only the ionization properties of the gas, but also the circulation of metals in the ISM, e. g. by means of a strong outflow.
We make the hypothesis that the galaxy sample of Mignoli et al. (2019) include average star-forming galaxies. By means Fig. 13 . As in Fig. 11 temporal evolution of predicted galaxies computed at redshifts z = 2.2, z = 1, z = 0.4, and z = 0.1, but assuming the flat MZR at z ∼ 2.2 observed by Mignoli et al. (2019) . Color coding stands for the infall gas mass. of our models, we have computed the forward evolution of the galaxies that at z=2.2 belong to the star-forming MSR of Pearson et al. (2018) and also present a flat MZR as observed by Mignoli et al. (2019) , as shown in Fig. 13 .
We have used the model with a constant SFE, fixed at the value of 1 Gyr −1 as discussed earlier.
From Fig. 13 , we note that the required infall masses are larger than the galaxies that belong to the local MZR and the MSR (see Fig. 3) .
A high oxygen abundance has to be already in place at high redshift even for galaxies with low stellar masses, and large infall masses are naturally accompanied by large metal production. As for high stellar mass systems, the MSR imposes large SFR values ( 1 < log(SFR/M , yr −1 ) < 2). In order to maintain a high star formation level, large reservoirs of gas (i.e. large infall masses) are required.
In Fig. 13 , we note that the mass-weighted ages versus stellar mass relation (computed ad different redshifts) shows a larger spread compared the one presented in Fig. 11 where at high redshift has been imposed the MZR of Maiolino et al. (2008) . We tested that this difference is mainly due to the fact that in the last case galaxies with the same infalling mass present a similar SFH, and consequently they have the same mass-weighted age. In contrast, the high redshift flat MZR leads to a wide range of SFH at a fixed value for the infall mass in the successive evolution phases.
In their subsequent evolution, the galaxies settle onto an 'inverted' MZR, as already visible at z = 1. This occurs because, owing to their large SFR values, the system with the largest stellar masses become soon passive, hence their metal content does not change significantly at later times.
Low-mass galaxies are characterised by lower SFR values and by an already high metallicity. Their low SFR values and their relatively large infall masses allow them to maintain their star formation activity and to keep producing new metals, with an unavoidable consequent increase of their metallicity. In this case, their winds are not sufficient to lead to a significant decrease of their metallicity and to have them settled on a 'normal' MZR at lower redshifts.
These results might indicate that either our hypothesis regarding that these galaxies are on the MSR is inadequate, or that one fundamental ingredient is missing in our models which causes a substantial redistribution of metals, such as the feedback of an AGN. At present, investigations are on going in order to constrain the SFR of these systems and to assess which region they occupy in the SFR-M * diagram, to be compared to the MSR of 'normal' star forming galaxies observed at z ∼ 2.
In Fig. 14 we explore the evolution of the stellar metallicity for the galaxies of the Mignoli et al. (2019) flat MZR. This quantity can be computed from our models in the following way:
Eq. 9 is by definition the mass-weighted stellar metallicity, i. e. the mass-weighted average of the metallicity of the stellar populations in each single galaxy (see Pagel 1997) . It is interesting to note that at redshift z = 2.2, the shape of the stellar MZR is much different from the flat relation of the gas-phase metallicity. The stellar MZR presents more of a standard form, with an increasing behaviour at the low-mass edge and a flattening at log(M * /M ) ∼ 10. This is a consequence of having imposed the MSR, and it is due to the fact that more massive objects have suffered on average stronger SF episodes at their earliest stages. However, this relation is much flatter than the relations discussed previously in Sect. 5.4, as the variation between the metallicity of the lowest mass galaxies with log(M * /M ) ∼ 8.5 and the plateau is of only 0.02 dex. At redshift z = 0.1, also the stellar metallicity presents an inverted shape, the with highest metallicity values at the lowest masses, as already seen in Fig.  13 . In summary, in our view the galaxies of a sample like the one of Fig. 13 and which build up a flat MZR do not represent an average sample of star-forming galaxies at high-redshift, which are expected to follow a steep MZR, as other works have shown (Erb et al. 2006; Maiolino et al. 2008) . The sample of Fig. 13 , in which all galaxies include a Type 2 AGN, is likely to be composed of systems at various evolutionary stages, and in which the AGN played an important role in regulating the star formation activity.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the evolution of the systems which follow two fundamental observed scaling relations for star-forming galaxies, namely the MZR and the MSR. Our study was performed by means of the analytical, 'leaky-box' chemical evolution model of Spitoni et al. (2017) . In such model, galaxies are assumed to be formed by means of accretion of primordial gas, with an accretion rate which follows an exponential law, and in presence of galactic winds. In the model, each galaxy is characterized in terms of three model free parameters: the total infalling mass M in f , the loading factor wind parameter λ and the the time-scale of gas accretion τ.
We focused on a given redshift, and we imposed that the galaxies must follow the observed MZR and the star-forming MSR measured at that particular redshift. First, we studied the properties of the local galaxies by imposing the MZR and the MSR observed at redshift z = 0.1, and analyzing their 'backward' evolution towards higher redshifts. On the other hand, by imposing the same scaling relations at higher redshift, we have computed a 'forward' evolution of the galaxies at lower redshifts and towards the present time.
Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
-By imposing the MZR and the MSR at redshift z = 0.1, we showed that the galaxies already present at redshift z = 2.2 are characterized by weak winds and long time scales of gas accretion. In fact, at low redshift these objects have to maintain a large reservoir of gas in order to be part of the local MSR and a high-metallicity, as they now build the highmetallicity plateau of the MZR. Moreover, the median of the infall time-scale distribution in two different bins of stellar masses (M < 10 10 M and M > 10 10 M ) decreases with decreasing redshift. This reflects that at each redshift, only the youngest galaxies can be assembled on the shortest timescales and still belong to the star-forming MSR. In the lowest mass bin, a decrease of the median τ is accompanied by an increase of the median λ value. This implies that systems which have formed at more recent times will need to eject a larger amount of mass to keep their metallicity at low values. -The simulated galaxies at redshift z = 0.1 reproduce well the observed age-mass relation for star-forming galaxies as found by Trussler et al. (2020) . This means that galactic downsizing as reflected from the ages-mass relation is naturally accounted for by all the systems that obey the two fundamental scaling relations considered here, namely the MZR and the MSR. To our knowledge, such a direct connection between the MZR, MSR and downsizing was never shown before in any theoretical study. Moreover, no successful attempt has been performed so far to simultaneously reproduce these fundamental scaling relations within a cosmological framework, mostly because of an early overproduction of low-mass galaxies, which in such models nowadays are dominated by too old stellar populations (Calura et al. 2014 , Somerville & Davé 2015 . -We studied the evolution of galaxies that at high redshift are part of both the observed MSR and of the MZR. By imposing at redshift z = 2.2 the MZR of Maiolino et al. (2008) , we found that the large SFR values required by the high redshift MSR forces most of the galaxies to evolve passively at redshifts smaller than z = 2.2. In fact, the most massive objects show high stellar masses (built up in a short time) and high metallicity and must have consumed their reservoir of gas soon after leaving the MZR. Less massive galaxies, characterized by stronger winds, present a slower evolution, which manifests in a progressive steepening of the MZR towards recent times. In order to present at the same time low metallicities and high SFR values, it is clear that galaxies at z = 2.2 must have suffered much stronger stellar winds than galaxies belonging to the MZR and MSR at lower redshifts. Therefore, our findings confirmed that the observed MZRs and MSRs at different redshifts should not be interpreted as evolutionary sequences (see also Maiolino et al. 2008 and Lian et al. 2018a ). -In our analysis, we have calculated also the 'forward' evolution of high redshift objects which at z ∼ 2 are characterized by a flat MZR, as observed by Mignoli et al. (2019) . The sample by Mignoli et al. (2019) includes galaxies with a Type 2 AGN and selected from their C iv emission and for which the star formation rate is unknown. In this particular case, even low-mass galaxies have to present a high metallicity, already at early times. Also in this case, the system with the largest stellar masses become soon passive, whereas lower mass galaxies can still keep their star formation activity, with a further increase of their metallicity and despite their winds which, even if stronger than more massive systems, are not sufficient to deplete significantly their metal reservoirs. The implication is that, in their subsequent evolution, the galaxies settle onto an 'inverted' MZR. These results might indicate that one fundamental ingredient is missing in our model, which causes a substantial redistribution of metals within each single galaxy, such as the feedback of an AGN. Another possibility is that at present, these systems do not follow the MSR. At present, investigations are on going in order to constrain the SFR of these systems and to assess which region they occupy in the SFR-M diagram. Fig. A.1 . Backward evolution from z = 0.1 to z = 2.2 of the galaxies which obey the analytical fit of the observed MZR at z ∼ 0.1 and the local main sequence of star-forming galaxies as in Fig. 2 , but computed assuming a Chabrier (2003) IMF. In the first, second and third column we show the evolution of MZR, SFR vs stellar mass and gas fraction vs stellar mass, respectively. The colour coding indicates the loading factor parameter λ.
Appendix A: Model results with the Chabrier (2003) IMF
In this Appendix we present our model results similar to what discussed in Section 5.1 but computed assuming a Chabrier (2003) IMF. We still consider as constraints the observed MZR and star-forming main sequence at redshift z = 0.1, and we present the 'backward' evolution of some of the properties that build these two relations, including the gas fraction and age-mass relation.
As mentioned in Section 2, the Chabrier (2003) IMF is richer in massive stars than the Salpeter IMF. If we assume the compilation of stellar yields presented by Romano et al. (2010) , the oxygen yield per stellar generation computed with a Chabrier (2003) IMF is by a factor of ∼ 2.3 larger than the value computed with the Salpeter (1955) IMF.
In Fig. A.1 we show the backward evolution of the MZR (first column), SFR-mass relation and gas fraction vs stellar mass relation for galaxies which at redshift z = 0.1 lie on the MZR and on the main sequence.
Compared to Salpeter (1955) case, in Fig. A.1 we note that the sequence of the first galaxies which have appearead at redshift z = 0.8 is more populated and more extended towards low stellar mass values. This is an obvious consequence of the higher yield for stellar generation, which leads to a more efficient chemical enrichment in all galaxies, and hence at any time galaxies with a smaller stellar mass can show the same oxygen abundance. Moreover, in Fig. A.2 we see that the Chabrier (2003) IMF requires stronger winds compared to the Salpeter (1955) as reported in Fig. 4 , confirming previous results by Spitoni et al. (2017) .
The evolution of the age-mass relation for our galaxies is shown in Fig. A.4 This result seems to be in contrast with the ones obtained of Spitoni et al. (2017) in which, by using as constraint for starforming galaxies only the local MZR, the Chabrier (2003) IMF produced younger galaxies than the Salpeter (1955) IMF. This tension is only due to the fact that in this case we use also the MSR as further observational constraint for local star-forming systems.
In Fig. A.6 we compare the temporal evolution of the oxygen gas-phase abundances and of the SFR computed with two different IMFs. These quantities have been computed for a set of model galaxies which locally lie on both the MZR and on the MSR and which are characterised by a constant infall mass, fixed at the value of M in f = 10 10.5 M As expected, the metallicity of the galaxies with a Chabrier (2003) IMF reach their saturation value at earlier times than with the Salpeter (1955) IMF. Stronger winds are required to avoid an excessive increase of their metallicity, with the consequence of a significant removal of the gas available for star formation. This implies that, given the same infall mass, galaxies with a Chabrier (2003) IMF will be forced to evolve at a lower star formation regime.
With Chabrier (2003) IMF metallicity grows faster but stellar mass grows at a slower pace than with a Salpeter (1955) IMF. In the models shown in Fig. A.6 the SFH is continuous and, because of a more efficient gas removal in the case of the Chabrier (2003) IMF, the only way to have at the present day comparable stellar masses will be by means of a more extended SFH. It is worth noting that in the case of Fig. A.6 , the models with a Chabrier (2003) IMF will have smaller stellar masses than the ones with a Salpeter IMF. However, the same considerations will hold also for galaxies with the same present-day stellar masses which, in the case of a Chabrier (2003) IMF, will need to have started forming stars at earlier epochs, and which will thus present on average older mass-weighted ages. With reference to the galaxies drawn in Fig. A .6 using the Salpeter (1955) IMF, the average values for the stellar mass, the temporal evolution t n computed at redshift z = 0.1 and the associated massweighted age Age(t n ) are respectively: log(M /M ) = 10.09, t n = 8.15 Gyr and Age(t n ) = 4.45 Gyr. On the other hand, with the Chabrier (2003) IMF, we have that log(M /M ) = 9.71, t n = 8.90 Gyr and Age(t n ) = 5.11 Gyr. Therefore, on average the model with the Chabrier (2003) IMF predicts older objects and with a smaller stellar mass content.
